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INSTRUCTIONS 

We’ve created an adaptable BINGO board for you to use that reinforces the use of a 
shared PoP language. Listening out for key partnership phrases is an excellent way for 
educators and students to:  

a Hear the application of those phrases and what scenarios they might be used in. 

b Remind themselves of some key words they want to use more in their learning. 

c Practice listening to and using the language that they might not feel completely fluent 
in yet. 

You can adapt the board to be filled with any phrases from PoP that feel applicable to your 
learning environment. A few examples of PoP phrases you can use include “Attentive Silence,” 
“So are you saying ___ ?,” “I think this means___ , what do you think?,” and “Where do you see 
that in the text?”  
To generate a Partnership Stance PoP Bingo board for your classroom or team meeting, follow 
these simple steps!  

Instructions 
1 Open the attached bingo board template, which has 16 open slots. 

2 Each slot has a textbox for editing text. Feel free to input age-appropriate PoP 
terminology or ask your class to write in the terms in whichever box they choose. 

3 Print template in color on 8.5" x 11" paper, on card stock if possible. Please do 
not remove the Pedagogy of Partnership Logo from this template!  

4 Provide each participant with a Partnership Stance Bingo Board and a colored 
marker or stickers to track their progress. 

5 Frame the experience for your students. Why is it important to develop a 
shared partnership language?  

6 Players fill in boxes as they hear their teacher (and/or partner) use the phrases. 

7 Bingo is reached when a player fills in a whole row of boxes in any direction. 

8 Extension: Use this board for practicing articulating as well! Players fill out the 
board when they themselves are the ones to use the phrases on the board.  

We would love to see a picture of 
your PoP Bingo Board in action! 

Send a picture to our Operations and 
Communications Manager, Lauren Luger, 
lluger@pedagogyofpartnership.org 
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